2012: Creating Your Own Shift
Synopsis

2012: Creating Your Own Shift summarizes the best insights thirty-seven of the world’s most authoritative sources have to offer, providing readers with a vast cross-section of information and perspectives on the 2012 transition. One thing on which all the authors of this work agree is that 2012 will mark an initiation into a completely new consciousness and a divinely ordained new beginning for our world. Some discuss how to prepare for this on an individual level. Others suggest needed institutional reforms. Topics discussed range from the esoteric to the down-to-earth. Authors have condensed the body of their works into concise summaries, exposing readers to the essence of their unique knowledge and discoveries; many also end their sections with information on how readers can access additional details. This prophetic anthology explains what’s happening in our world and what ascension is all about. It recommends ways to cooperate with the changes on personal and social levels. The book ends with inspirational visions of the future, mapping the way to a harmonious new world with more humanitarian priorities.
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Customer Reviews

This book is composed of extracts from the writings of various authors and channellers expressing themselves on the shift of 2012, both as regards their expectations of what will happen or not happen at that time and what life will be like thereafter. The extracts are mostly extremely short, which pleases me, and helps to make for a readable book. Some of the authors are represented several times, e.g. Hunt Henion and Tracy Latz. Most of the contributors were unknown to me, the exceptions being Dolores Cannon, Martine Vallée, C. Norman Shealy and Matthew (channelled
by Suzanne Ward). I found a few of the contributions uninteresting and one or two mostly incomprehensible (to me), having to do with mundane subjects. On the whole, however, the articles were relevant and inspiring, and the subjects varied (though of course they all had to do with the Shift). Matthew’s message was comforting; he (who is close to the Creator, apparently, and should thus be one of those most likely to know the details of the ascension) declares that all those who choose to live in the light can ascend with Earth, while those “who choose to cling to their dark ways” cannot. We will ascend in our physical bodies; “further along the ascension pathway there will be healing of all disease and replacement of missing parts, until the bodies are perfected and mental and emotional health is sound”. We receive a channelling from the Arcturians. They want you to know that “YOU, person and planet, are returning home to your fifth-dimensional expression of SELF --- unconditional love is the constant light message --- 2012 is the process of healing ALL fear --- 2012 is not a ‘time’. It is a process of returning home".
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